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“In two aspects North Melbourne stands second to none.
One is the loyalty of its supporters. The other is the
determination to carry on despite its disadvantages. In the
face of adversity, which might well have broken the spirit
of most men, we find that from the earliest days there were
always enthusiasts to fight for North Melbourne.”
– The Australasian 15 June 1940

Having put behind it almost 150 years of experience as
one of Australia’s leading football clubs, North Melbourne
has reason to be proud. North’s is a fine heritage,
a source of justifiable pride to all who have contributed
to its development since its inception in 1869.
The club’s achievements, splendid as they are, are even
more praiseworthy when it is appreciated how impoverished were some of the phases through which it has passed,
and the relatively small supporter base it had to work with, competing against more affluent clubs.
The ‘Shinboners’ have had their share of premierships and other honours, yet it would be a mistake to think that the
North tradition arose merely from its successes. It has been created more so by generation after generation of North
Melbourne players, officials and supporters—tested by poverty, challenged by defeat and resolutely dedicated to the
persistent triumph of the Royal Blue and White. This is their story.
‘It’s safe to say that North formed me, and so many of those who came before me, who played with me, and have followed
me to Arden Street. I know this is true of all footy clubs—the bonding you form between teammates and coaches and all
those who make the club is a super glue— but North was different.’
– Foreword by Glenn Archer, Shinboner of the Century

The Shinboners, the Complete History of the North Melbourne Football Club, is a must-have for
all North Melbourne Football fans, 304 pages, printed hardback in full colour. RRP $49.95.
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